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How the world works:  the Fed, or Main Street? 
  

Most of us come to understand, after a few trips around the block in life, that nobody ever changes anyone 
else’s mind about politics—almost never, anyway.  When two people with different opinions try to talk, 
they usually discover a giant gulf between their ideas about “how the world works.”  The gulf is so wide it 
can’t be bridged, even by two reasonable people talking calmly.  
  
The same kind of giant gulf exists in the investment business, between people with completely different 
ideas about “how the world works.”  The market, today, shone a light on that big gulf . . . because it was 
“Federal Reserve Day.”  At 2 pm the Fed wrapped up its periodic policy meeting and told the world what 
happened.  The market had been waiting and holding its breath all day, as this picture shows, then it 
reacted with its own emphatic opinion, inside that red circle . . . which looks to Outlook like, “Buy!”  “No, 
Sell!”  “Wait, Buy After All!”  “No, Sell After All!”  It can’t be easy to be a speculator. 

 
The Market:  9:30 am to 4:00 pm 

 
  

That “giant gulf” in beliefs comes down to this: 
  

• Those who believe central banks like the Fed give the market its marching orders, from tomorrow 
through the next decade; and 

  
• Those who believe the actions of determined and inventive people on Main Street give the market 

its marching orders . . . eventually.  
  



The Main Street believers always feel grossly outnumbered by the Federal Reserve believers.  That makes 
sense because if you’re a speculator, earning your living every day by guessing about how the day’s news 
impressions might strike all the other speculators, its hard to justify paying much attention to the glacial 
changes created on Main Street.  You are focused so hard on the clock’s ticking second hand, so to speak, 
that its creeping minute hand and its almost-frozen hour hand seem like worthless distractions.  It doesn’t 
seem very important, when your sacred fortune depends on the sweeping second hand, to grasp that the 
hour hand is indeed like a glacier:  it moves slowly, but it will not be stopped.  

  
What did the Fed tell all those speculators, today?  The answer is the red arrow at the bottom right.   
  

 
  

The Fed will keep short-term interest rates near zero “at least through the end of 2022” was the Fed’s 
answer.  It was an extraordinary thing to say.  Yes, we’re back to “zero rates forever” . . . unless.  
  
Unless what?  “Unless inflation comes back from the dead,” is the short answer.  (The Fed didn’t put it 
that way, but that’s what it meant.)  Will it? 
  



 
  

Here is a useful picture of 20 years of Fed history, courtesy of economist Scott Grannis.  “Excess Bank 
Reserves” is a symbol for the amount of money the Fed has printed beyond what’s needed to match the 
economy’s 3% average growth.  No excess printing, from 2000 to 2009; then 3 straight explosions of 
money printing as the Fed tried to calm down the Great Financial Panic of 2008 – 2009.  
  
Inflation stayed dead, almost, despite these 3 explosions of money printing.  And over at the far right, 
today, we have the 4th printing explosion—and it’s like Mount Vesuvius.  But the Fed thinks inflation will 
stay just as dead as during the first 3 bursts of new paper . . . hence its “near zero interest rates through 
2022” policy.  
  
“Policy” is an interesting word.  It means “today’s plan, given our best judgment and forecasts.”  But there 
is an old saying in the military about plans:  “No plan survives the first shot.”  The Fed and the investment 
world are going to be reminded of that saying one day, when the first shot of inflation comes around the 
corner—and that will suddenly be the end of “zero rates forever.” 
  
Will it come around that corner anytime soon? 
  
As we noted not long ago, inflation is really simple.  It is indeed, “Too much money chasing too few 
goods.”  We have the “too much money” part in spades, at the moment, as that “QE4” spike shows.  But 
the money won’t be chasing anything while everybody is cautious, anxious or downright terrified—as they 
are these days, understandably.  (Those who like sounding like professors would say, “The velocity of 
money is much slower than normal.”) 
  
At Outlook we’re pretty sure inflation will come around the corner before the end of 2020, regardless of 
the Fed’s “policy.”  Main Street stayed cautious for 11 years, from 2009 to 2020, which was an amazingly 



long time.  The Shutdown Calamity has surely created more caution for a while . . . but we wouldn’t bet 
on another 11 years of it, or even another 3 years of it.  Those who believe the market takes its marching 
orders from the Fed would call that bad news.  They think the 11-year bull market and the 40% rise in 
stock prices since March 23rd were all about the Fed printing more money.  At Outlook, though, we think 
both of them were all about Main Street getting things done; putting Humpty Dumpty back together after 
it fell off the wall.  Main Street does that all the time, no matter what the Federal Reserve is doing—which 
is why we put our money there. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


